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MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS AND DOUBLE LINE IN sln QUANTUM LINK
INVARIANT
YASUYOSHI YONEZAWA
Dedicated to Professor Akihiro Tsuchiya on the occasion of his retirement
Abstract. This article gives matrix factorizations for the trivalent diagrams and double line appearing in sln
quantum link invariant. These matrix factorizations reconstruct Khovanov-Rozansky homology. And we show
that the Euler characteristic of the matrix factorization for a double loop equals the quantum dimension of the
representation ∧2V of Uq(sln) in Section 3.2.
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1. Introduction
L. Kauffman introduced a graphical link invariant which is the normalized Jones polynomial [4][5]. It is
well-known that the polynomial is derived from the fundamental representation of the quantum group Uq(sl2).
Further, G. Kuperberg constructed a graphical link invariant associated with the fundamental representation
of the quantum group Uq(sl3) [10]. H. Murakami, T. Ohtsuki and S. Yamada introduced a graphical regular
link invariant for the fundamental representation of the quantum group Uq(sln) [11] . In general, we can also
obtain a graphical link invariant for a given quantum group Uq(g) and the fundamental representation. These
invariants are collectively called g quantum link invariants.
M. Khovanov constructed a categorification of sl2 quantum link invariant [6]. A categorification generally
means the replacement of a set with a category by corresponding an element to an object. The morphism of the
category is properly chosen to carry theory well-done. For a categorification, there is an inverse operation called
a decategorification which is the replacement of a category with a set. The decategorification of equivalent
objects in the category is a same element in the set.
The Khovanov’s theory is a beautiful example of the categorification; this is the replacement of Jones poly-
nomial J(L), which is a map from the set of links to “Z[q, q−1]” , by a map CK from the set of links to “the
homotopy category of the bounded complex of graded Z-modules”. The bounded complex CK(L) and the Z⊕Z-
graded homology groups KHi,j(L) associated with CK(L) also become link invariants under the Reidemeister
1
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moves. The decategorification is a Z-graded Euler characteristic χKH with the normalized Jones polynomial
J(L) ;
χKH

⊕
i,j∈Z
KHi,j(L)

 := ∑
i,j∈Z
(−1)idimQ(KH
i,j(L)⊗Q)qj = J(L).
Recently, M. Khovanov and L. Rozansky introduced a categorification of sln quantum link invariant using the
homotopy category of the bounded complex of matrix factorizations [7][8]. Since a resolution of a link diagram
consists of a combination of the two local diagrams and (See FIGURE 2), a matrix factorization for
the resolution is defined by a tensor product of some matrix factorizations for the two local diagrams. Then,
the categorification of sln quantum link invariant is constructed as the map CKR from the set of links to the
homotopy category of the bounded complex of matrix factorizations for some resolutions.
The bounded complex CKR and the Z⊕Z⊕Z2-graded homology groupsKRH
i,j,k(L) associated with CKR(L)
also become link invariants under the Reidemeister moves. The Euler characteristic χKRH is defined by
χKRH

 ⊕
i,j∈Z,k∈Z2
KRHi,j,k(L)

 := ∑
i,j∈Z,k∈Z2
(−1)idimQ(KRH
i,j,k(L))qj .
This equals sln quantum link invariant 〈L〉n for the link L.
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Figure 1. sln quantum link invariant
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Figure 2. Two type resolutions for crossing
In this paper, we define matrix factorizations for the more general local diagrams , and the dou-
ble line . And we show that these matrix factorizations have some suitable properties; Proposition 3.5 and
corollary 3.6 in Section 3.2.
Proposition 3.5 claims that the inner marking made by gluing these local diagrams can be removed in the
homotopy category of a matrix factorization. For example, the matrix factorization for the diagram is
obtained as a tensor product of two matrix factorizations for and .
M. Khovanov and L. Rozansky showed that the Euler characteristic of a matrix factorization for the single
loop equals to the quantum dimension of the fundamental representation V of Uq(sln). Corollary 3.6 claims
that the Euler characteristic of a matrix factorization for the double loop also equals to the quantum
dimension of ∧2V of Uq(sln).
Acknowledgements: The author would like to thank Hiroaki Kanno, Hiroyuki Ochiai, Hidefumi Ohsugi
and Akihiro Tsuchiya for many helpful discussion. And he would also like to thank Mikhail Khovanov and Lev
Rozansky for supplying their paper [9] (preliminary version) to him.
2. Category of matrix factorization
2.1. Matrix factorization. We describe a category of a matrix factorization. M. Khovanov and L. Rozansky
first imported this algebraic object into link theory [7][8].
Let R be a polynomial ring over Q and let M0,M1 be free R-modules permitted infinite rank. M = (M0,M1)
is a matrix factorization with a potential ω ∈ R if M consists of a 2-cyclic complex of free R-modules M0,M1;(
M0
dM0
//M1
dM1
//M0
)
such that dM1dM0 = ω IdM0 and dM0dM1 = ω IdM1 .
For a polynomial ring R and a polynomial ω ∈ R, let MFR,ω be a category of a matrix factorization whose
object is a matrix factorization (M0,M1) with the potential ω and whose morphism f = (f0, f1) between
M = (M0,M1) and N = (N0, N1) consists of a pair of R-module morphisms f0 : M0 → N0 and f1 : M1 → N1
such that dN0f0 = f1dM0 and dN1f1 = f0dM1 .
For M ∈ Ob(MFR,ω) and N ∈ Ob(MFR´,ω´), we define the tensor product M ⊠N ∈ Ob(MFR⊗R´,ω+ω´) by
M ⊠N :=


(
M0 ⊗N0
M1 ⊗N1
)
0
@ dM0 −dN1
dN0 dM1
1
A
//
(
M1 ⊗N0
M0 ⊗N1
)
0
@ dM1 dN1
−dN0 dM0
1
A
//
(
M0 ⊗N0
M1 ⊗N1
)

 ,
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where (
dM0 −dN1
dN0 dM1
)
and
(
dM1 dN1
−dN0 dM0
)
simply denote (
dM0 ⊗ IdN0 −IdM1 ⊗ dN1
IdM0 ⊗ dN0 dM1 ⊗ IdN1
)
and
(
dM1 ⊗ IdN0 IdM0 ⊗ dN1
−IdM1 ⊗ dN0 dM0 ⊗ IdN1
)
.
Remark 2.1. We consider R ⊗ R´ as a tensor product of polynomial rings R and R´ over R ∩ R´. We also
consider M ⊗M´as a tensor product of an R-module M and an R´-module M´over R ∩ R´.
Lemma 2.2. (1)For M ∈ Ob(MFR,ω) and N ∈ Ob(MFR´,ω´), there is an isomorphism in MFR⊗R´,ω+ω´
M ⊠N ≃ N ⊠M.
(2)For L ∈ Ob(MFR,ω), M ∈ Ob(MFR´,ω´) and N ∈ Ob(MFR´ ,ω´ ), there is an isomorphism in MFR⊗R´⊗R´ ,ω+ω´+ω´
(L ⊠M)⊠N ≃ L⊠ (M ⊠N).
Proof. (1)For R-modules M and N , we define T : M ⊗ N → N ⊗ M by T (m ⊗ n) := n ⊗ m. f =((
T 0
0 −T
)
,
(
0 T
T 0
))
is a morphism from M ⊠ N to N ⊠ M and also a morphism from N ⊠ M to
M ⊠N . Since f
2
= Id, f gives isomorphic between these matrix factorizations.
(2)By definition, we have
d((L⊠M)⊠N)0 =


dL0 −dM1 −dN1 0
dM0 dL1 0 −dN1
dN0 0 dL1 dM1
0 dN0 −dM0 dL0

 , d((L⊠M)⊠N)1 =


dL1 dM1 dN1 0
−dM0 dL0 0 dN1
−dN0 0 dL0 −dM1
0 −dN0 dM0 dL1


and
d(L⊠(M⊠N))0 =


dL0 0 −dM1 −dN1
0 dL0 dN0 −dM0
dM0 −dN1 dL1 0
dN0 dM1 0 dL1

 , d(L⊠(M⊠N))1 =


dL1 0 dM1 dN1
0 dL1 −dN0 dM0
−dM0 dN1 dL0 0
−dN0 −dM1 0 dL0

 .
Thus it is obvious that f =




1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

 ,


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0



 : (L ⊠M) ⊠ N → L ⊠ (M ⊠ N) is an
isomorphism. 
Lemma 2.3. The matrix factorization ( R
0
// 0
0
// R ) is the unit object in MFR,ω. That is, for any
matrix factorization M ∈MFR,ω,
M ⊠ ( R
0
// 0
0
// R ) ≃M.
Proof. By definition, we have
M ⊠ ( R
0 // 0
0 // R ) =


(
M0 ⊗R
M1 ⊗ 0
)
0
@ dM0 0
0 dM1
1
A
//
(
M1 ⊗R
M0 ⊗ 0
)
0
@ dM1 0
0 dM0
1
A
//
(
M0 ⊗R
M1 ⊗ 0
)


≃ M.

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The translation functor 〈1〉 changes the matrix factorization M = (M0,M1) into
M 〈1〉 =
(
M1
−dM1
//M0
−dM0
//M1
)
.
The functor 〈2〉 (= 〈1〉
2
) is the identity functor.
Lemma 2.4. For M ∈ Ob(MFR,ω) and N ∈ Ob(MFR´,ω´), there is an isomorphism in MFR⊗R´,ω+ω´
(M ⊠N) 〈1〉 = (M 〈1〉)⊠N
≃ M ⊠ (N 〈1〉).
Proof. We directly find that (M ⊠N) 〈1〉 equals (M 〈1〉) ⊠N by definition. The second equivalence is correct
by Lemma 2.2 (1) and the first equality. 
The morphism f : M → N ∈ Mor(MFR,ω) is null-homotopic if morphisms h0 :M0 → N1 and h1 :M1 → N0
exist such that f0 = h1dM0 + dN1h0 and f1 = h0dM1 + dN0h1. And f, g :M → N ∈Mor(MFR,ω) are homotopic
if f − g is null-homotopic.
Let HMFR,ω be the quotient category of MFR,ω which has the same objects to Ob(MFR,ω) and has morphisms
of Mor(MFR,ω) modulo null-homotopic. A matrix factorization in MFR,ω is called contractible if it is isomorphic
to the zero matrix factorization (
0
0
//0
0
//0
)
in HMFR,ω.
Example 2.5. Let R0,R1 be a ring R and ω ∈ R.(
R1
ω
//R0
1
//R1
)
and (
R1
1
//R0
ω
//R1
)
are contractible.
2.2. Z-graded matrix factorization. Let R be replaced with a Z-graded polynomial ring over Q whose each
parameter has a Z-grading and letM0, M1 be also replaced with free Z-graded R-modules. The category MF
gr
R,ω
is the category of a Z-graded matrix factorization whose object is the same object to Ob(MFR,ω) except having
a Z-grading and whose morphism consists of a morphism with preserving a Z-grading in Mor(MFR,ω). The
quotient category HMFgrR,ω is also defined as Ob(HMF
gr
R,ω) = Ob(MF
gr
R,ω) and Mor(HMF
gr
R,ω) = Mor(MF
gr
R,ω)/{
null-homotopic } .
The Z-grading shift {n} (n ∈ Z) turns the matrix factorization M into(
M0{n}
dM0
// M1{n}
dM1
// M0{n}
)
.
Lemma 2.6. For M ∈ Ob(MFgrR,ω) and N ∈ Ob(MF
gr
R´,ω´), there is an equality in MF
gr
R⊗R´,ω+ω´
(M ⊠N){n} = (M{n})⊠N
= M ⊠ (N{n})
Proof. We find that these objects are really identical by definition. 
For the Z-graded matrix factorizationM in MFgrR,0, we can consider Z⊕Z2-graded homology group as follows;
H(M) =
⊕
j∈Z,k∈Z2
Hj,k(M)
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whose k is a complex grading of the matrix factorization M , i.e. i = 0 or 1, and j is a Z-grading induced by
the Z-graded modules of the matrix factorization M . The Euler characteristic χ is defined by
χ(H(M )) =
∑
j∈Z,k∈Z2
dimQH
j,k(M)qj .
2.3. Koszul matrix factorization. Let R be a Z-graded polynomial ring over Q and let degZ(a) denote a
Z-grading of the polynomial a ∈ R. For polynomials a, b ∈ R and a Z-graded R-module M , we define the
matrix factorization K(a; b)M with the potential ab by
K(a; b)M :=
(
M
a
//M{ 12 (degZ(b)− degZ(a))}
b
//M
)
.
Remark 2.7. Let R be a polynomial ring over Q and let Ry be the polynomial ring R[y]. For polynomials a
and b in R, K(a; b)Ry is a matrix factorization of Ry-modules with rank 1 as an object in MF
gr
Ry,ab
. And we
can consider that K(a; b)Ry is a matrix factorization of R-modules with infinite rank as an object in MF
gr
R,ab.
Lemma 2.8.
K(a; b)M 〈1〉 = K(−b;−a)M {
1
2
(degZb− degZa)}.
Proof. By definition, we have
K(a; b)M 〈1〉 =
(
M
a
// M{ 12 (degZb− degZa)}
b
// M
)
〈1〉
=
(
M{ 12 (degZb− degZa)}
−b
// M
−a
// M{ 12 (degZb− degZa)}
)
=
(
M
−b
// M{ 12 (degZa− degZb)}
−a
// M
)
{
1
2
(degZb− degZa)}
= K(−b;−a)M {
1
2
(degZb− degZa)}.

In general, for the sequences a = t(a1, a2, . . . , ak) and b =
t(b1, b2, . . . , bk) of polynomials in R, we define the
matrix factorization K (a;b)M with the potential
∑k
i=1 aibi by
K (a;b)M :=
k
⊠
i=1
K(ai; bi)M .
This matrix factorization is called a Koszul matrix factorization.
Lemma 2.9. Let c be a non-zero element in Q.
There is an isomorphism in MFgrR,ab
K(a; b)M ≃ K(ca; c
−1b)M .
Proof. f = (1, c) : K(a; b)M → K(ca; c
−1b)M and g = (1, c
−1) : K(ca; c−1b)M → K(a; b)M satisfy that g f = Id
and f g = Id. Thus, these matrix factorizations are isomorphic.

Theorem 2.10. [Khovanov-Rozansky,Theorem 2.2.[9]] We put R = Q[x1, x2, · · · , xn] and Ry = R[y]. Let
t(a1, a2, · · · , ak) and
t(b1, b2, · · · , bk) be sequences of polynomials aj , bj ∈ Ry.
We assume that K(a;b)Ry is a Koszul matrix factorization with the potential ω ∈ R. That is to say, we
can seem that this matrix factorization is an object in HMF grR,ω, which consists of infinite rank R-modules Ry.
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Furthermore, we assume that bi = c y
n+p for some i, where c is a non-zero element in Q and p is the polynomial
in Ry whose degree for y is less than n. Then, there is an isomorphism in HMF
gr
R,ω
K(a;b)Ry ≃ K(
i
aˇ;
i
bˇ)Ry/〈bi〉,
where
i
aˇ and
i
bˇ are associated with a and b removing the i-th polynomial.
Proof. We can replace bi with y
n+p using Lemma 2.9 . Then, we repeat proof by M.Khovanov and L.Rozansky
in [9]. By definition and the above assumption, we have
K(a;b)Ry = K(
i
aˇ;
i
bˇ)Ry ⊠K(ai; y
n + p)Ry .
The Koszul matrix factorization K(
i
aˇ;
i
bˇ)Ry is described as(
Rry
D0
// Rry
D1
// Rry,
)
,
where D0, D1 ∈ Mr(Ry) and r = 2
k−2. Thus, we obtain
K(a;b)Ry =

 Rry⊕
Rry
D0´
//
Rry
⊕
Rry
D1´
//
Rry
⊕
Rry

 ,
where D0´ =
(
D0 (−y
n − p)IdRry
aiIdRry D1
)
, D1´ =
(
D1 (y
n + p)IdRry
−aiIdRry D0
)
.
The ring Ry is split into the direct sum as an R-module as follows;
Ry ≃ R<n ⊕R≥n, where R<n =
n−1⊕
i=0
R · yi and R≥n =
∞⊕
i=0
R · yi(yn + p).
The R-module morphism Ry
yn+p
−→ Ry induces the R-module isomorphism
fiso : Ry
yn+p
// R≥n.
Moreover, there are the natural R-module injection
finj : R<n // Ry,
and the natural R-module projections
fproj<n : Ry // R<n
and
fproj≥n : Ry // R≥n.
The R-module Rry is also split into the direct sum
Rry ≃ R
r
<n ⊕R
r
≥n.
Then, there are the R-module isomorphism
Fiso : R
r
y
(yn+p)IdRry
// Rr≥n,
the R-module injection
Finj : R
r
<n
// Rry
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and the R-module projections
Fproj<n : R
r
y
// Rr<n
and
Fproj≥n : R
r
y
// Rr≥n.
It is easy to find that the R-module morphisms
φ0 =
Rr<n
⊕
Rr≥n
⊕
Rry
0
@ Finj (y
n + p)F−1iso 0
0 D0 F
−1
iso IdRry
1
A
//
Rry
⊕
Rry
and
φ1 =
Rr<n
⊕
Rr≥n
⊕
Rry
0
@ Finj (−y
n − p)F−1iso 0
0 D1 F
−1
iso IdRry
1
A
//
Rry
⊕
Rry
are R-module isomorphisms. Let M be the matrix factorization
M =


Rr<n
⊕
Rr≥n
⊕
Rry
φ−1
1
D0´ φ0
//
Rr<n
⊕
Rr≥n
⊕
Rry
φ−1
0
D1´ φ1
//
Rr<n
⊕
Rr≥n
⊕
Rry

 .
Then, φ =(φ0,φ1) is an isomorphism from M to K(a;b)Ry in MF
gr
R,ω.
Since φ
−1
consists of
φ−10 =

 Fproj<n 0(yn + p)F−1iso Fproj≥n 0
−D0F
−1
iso Fproj≥n Id
r
Ry

 and φ−11 =

 Fproj<n 0(−yn − p)F−1iso Fproj≥n 0
D1F
−1
iso Fproj≥n Id
r
Ry

 ,
the morphisms φ−11 D0´ φ0 and φ
−1
0 D1´ φ1 are described by
φ−11 D0´ φ0 =

 Fproj<n D0 Finj 0 0∗ 0 Fiso
∗ ωF−1iso 0

 and φ−10 D1´ φ1 =

 Fproj<n D1 Finj 0 0∗ 0 Fiso
∗ ωF−1iso 0

 .
The matrix factorization obtained by restricting Rr<n ⊕R
r
≥n ⊕R
r
y of M to R
r
≥n ⊕R
r
y


 Rr≥n⊕
Rry

 0
@ 0 Fiso
ωF−1iso 0
1
A
//

 Rr≥n⊕
Rry

 0
@ 0 Fiso
ωF−1iso 0
1
A
//

 Rr≥n⊕
Rry




is contractible in HMFgrR,ω. Thus, M is isomorphic to the quotient matrix factorization(
Rr<n
Fproj<n D0 Finj
//Rr<n
Fproj<n D1 Finj
//Rr<n
)
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in HMFgrR,ω. By the choice of a basis of Ry as an R-module, it is easy to find that this quotient matrix
factorization equals K(
i
aˇ;
i
bˇ)Ry/〈bi〉. 
3. Matrix factorization for trivalent diagrams and double line
3.1. Khovanov Rozansky homology. We briefly recall Khovanov-Rozansky link homology theory, only the
definition of matrix factorizations for planar diagrams and some properties of the matrix factorizations. See
Section 6 in [7] for further details.
In [7], M. Khovanov and L. Rozansky defined a categorification of planar graphs and as a Koszul
matrix factorization.
We assign a parameter xi on the end point of a single line. And each Z-grading of parameters xi is 2.
This Z-grading induces a Z-grading of a matrix factorization in MFgrR,ω and HMF
gr
R,ω . The function f(s1, s2) is
obtained by expanding the power sum xn+1 + yn+1 with the elementary symmetric polynomials x+ y and xy,
i.e. the function f(s1, s2) satisfies that
f(x+ y, xy) = xn+1 + yn+1.
We define matrix factorizations for the planar diagrams
x1
x2
and
x1
x3 x4
x2
by
C´
( x1
x2
)
n
= K(pi12;x1 − x2)Q[x1,x2],
C´
( x1
x3 x4
x2
)
n
= K
((
u1,23,4
v1,23,4
)
;
(
x1 + x2 − x3 − x4
x1x2 − x3x4
))
Q[x1,x2,x3,x4]
{−1},
where pi12(x1 − x2) = x
n+1
1 − x
n+1
2 , u
1,2
3,4 =
f(x1+x2,x1x2)−f(x3+x4,x1x2)
x1+x2−x3−x4
and v1,23,4 =
f(x3+x4,x1x2)−f(x3+x4,x3x4)
x1x2−x3x4
.
Furthermore, we construct a matrix factorization for the more complex planar diagrams produced by com-
binatorially joining the diagrams and . Now, suppose the planar diagrams
x
and
x´
,
which can match at x and x´ with keeping the orientation. For the matrix factorizations
C´
(
x
)
n
∈ Ob(MFgrR,ω+xn+1) and C´
(
x´
)
n
∈ Ob(MFgr
R´,ω´−x´n+1
),
we define the matrix factorization
C´
(
x
)
n
∈ Ob(MFgrR⊗R´,ω+ω´) by C´
(
x
)
n
⊠ C´
(
x´
)
n
∣∣∣
x´=x
.
This means that we identify the top parameter x and the tail parameter x´ after taking the tensor product of
these matrix factorizations. And if a planar diagram consists of two disjoint planar diagrams D1 and D2, then
this matrix factorization is defined by the tensor product of matrix factorizations for D1 and D2;
C (´D1
⊔
D2)n = C (´D1)n ⊠ C (´D2)n.
Proposition 3.1. The map C´ from a planar diagram to a matrix factorization is well-defined.
Proof. This is obvious by Lemma 2.2. 
The next Proposition from (1) to (7) claims that the inner marking built by gluing diagrams can be removed.
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Proposition 3.2. (1) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[x]⊗R,xn+1−ω, where R is a polynomial ring gen-
erated by boundary parameters except x,
C´
(
x
x´ )
n
≃ C´
(
x
)
n
.
(2) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[x]⊗R,ω−xn+1, where R is a polynomial ring generated by boundary
parameters except x,
C´
(
x
x´
)
n
≃ C´
(
x
)
n
.
(3) There is an isomorphism in HMFgrQ,0
C´
(
x1
)
n
= K(pi12;x1 − x2)Q[x1,x2]
∣∣∣
x1=x2
≃ ( 0→ Q[x]/ 〈xn〉 {1− n} → 0 ).
(4) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[x1,x2,x5,x6],x
n+1
1
+xn+1
2
−xn+1
5
−xn+1
6
C´
( x2x1
x4x3
x6x5
)
n
≃ C´
( x1
x5 x6
x2
)
n
{−1} ⊕ C´
( x1
x5 x6
x2
)
n
{1}.
(5) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[x1,x2],x
n+1
1
−xn+1
2
C´
( x1
x2
x3
)
n
≃
n−2⊕
i=0
C´
( x1
x2
)
n
{2− n+ 2i} 〈1〉 .
(6) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[x1,x2,x3,x4],x
n+1
1
−xn+1
2
+xn+1
3
−xn+1
4
C´
( x1 x2
x3x4
x5
x6
)
n
≃ C´
( x1 x2
x3x4
)
n
⊕
n−3⊕
i=0
C´
( x1 x2
x3x4
)
n
{3− n+ 2i}.
(7) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6],x
n+1
1
+xn+1
2
+xn+1
3
−xn+1
4
−xn+1
5
−xn+1
6
C´
( x1 x3x2
x6x5x4
)
n
⊕ C´
( x1 x2 x3
x6x5x4
)
n
≃ C´
( x1 x2 x3
x6x5x4
)
n
⊕ C´
( x1 x2 x3
x6x5x4
)
n
.
Proof. See [7]. 
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The matrix factorization for the single loop is defined as the following matrix factorization;
C´
( )
=
(
0→ Q[x]/ 〈xn〉 {1− n} → 0
)
.
Since the potential of the matrix factorization C´( )n is 0, we can take the homology group H of this matrix
factorization.
Corollary 3.3. The Euler characteristic of the homology H(C´( )n) equals the value of sln quantum link
invariant for the single loop;
χ
(
H(C´
( )
n
)
)
= [n].
Proof. See [7]. 
The map C´ from a planar diagram to a matrix factorization extends the map C from the projection diagram
associated with a link to a complex of matrix factorizations.
C
( )
:=
(
//
−1
C´
( )
{n} 〈1〉
//
0
C´
( )
{n− 1} 〈1〉
//0 //
)
C
( )
:=
(
//0 //
0
C´
( )
{−n+ 1} 〈1〉
//
1
C´
( )
{−n} 〈1〉
//
)
Theorem 3.4. [Khovanov-Rozansky,[7]] The map C is an oriented link invariant in the homotopy category of
a complex of matrix factorizations.
Proof. See [7]. 
3.2. Definition of matrix factorization for trivalent diagrams and double line. We extend the map C´
for a planar diagram with two kinds of the boundaries, which consist of end points of a single line and a double
line. We define matrix factorizations for the essential planar diagrams , and as follows.
After this, we assume that n ≥ 3. We assign the parameter xi on the end point of a single line and the pair
of parameters (yj , zj) on the end point of a double line. And each Z-grading of xi and yj also equals 2, but the
Z-grading of zi equals 4;
degZ(xi) = 2, degZ(yi) = 2 and degZ(zi) = 4.
Define a matrix factorization for the first diagram, double line, by
C´
( (y1, z1)
(y2, z2)
)
n
= K
((
f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z1)
y1−y2
f(y2,z1)−f(y2,z2)
z1−z2
)
;
(
y1 − y2
z1 − z2
))
Q[y1,y2,z1,z2]
in MFgr
Q[y1,y2,z1,z2],f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z2)
.
Define a matrix factorization for the second trivalent diagram by
C´
( (y3, z3)
x1 x2
)
n
= K
((
f(y3,z3)−f(x1+x2,z3)
y3−x1−x2
f(x1+x2,z3)−f(x1+x2,x1x2)
z3−x1x2
)
;
(
y3 − x1 − x2
z3 − x1x2
))
Q[x1,x2,y3,z3]
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in MFgr
Q[x1,x2,y3,z3],f(y3,z3)−x
n+1
1
−xn+1
2
.
Define a matrix factorization for the third trivalent diagram by
C´
(x1 x2
(y3, z3)
)
n
= K
((
f(x1+x2,x1x2)−f(y3,x1x2)
x1+x2−y3
f(y3,x1x2)−f(y3,z3)
x1x2−z3
)
;
(
x1 + x2 − y3
x1x2 − z3
))
Q[x1,x2,y3,z3]
{−1}
in MFgr
Q[x1,x2,y3,z3],x
n+1
1
+xn+1
2
−f(y3,z3)
.
The basic potential of a double line is the polynomial f(y, z) obtained by expanding the power sum with the
elementary symmetric polynomials. This polynomial f(y, z) is a non-homogeneous polynomial, but it has the
homogeneous Z-grading 2n+ 2.
Now, we consider two planar diagrams, which can match at end points of oriented double lines with keeping
the orientation. For the matrix factorizations C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
∈ Ob(MFgrR,ω+f(y,z)) and C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
∈
Ob(MFgrR´,ω´−f(y´,z´)), the matrix factorization C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
is defined by the tensor product
C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
⊠ C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
∣∣∣
(y´,z´)=(y,z)
∈ Ob(MFgrR⊗R´,ω+ω´).
For a polynomial f ∈ Q[x1, x2, · · · , xk], the Jacobi algebra Jf is defined as the quotient ring
Q[x1, x2, · · · , xk]/
〈
∂f
∂x1
,
∂f
∂x2
, · · · ,
∂f
∂xk
〉
,
where
〈
∂f
∂x1
, ∂f∂x2 , · · · ,
∂f
∂xk
〉
is the ideal of Q[x1, x2, · · · , xk] generated by
∂f
∂x1
, ∂f∂x2 , · · · ,
∂f
∂xk
.
Proposition 3.5. (1) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[y,z]⊗R,f(y,z)−ω, where R is a polynomial ring
generated by boundary parameters except y and z,
C´
(
(y, z)
(y´, z´) )
n
≃ C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
.
(2) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[y,z]⊗R,ω−f(y,z), where R is a polynomial ring generated by boundary
parameters except y and z,
C´
((y, z)
(y´, z´)
)
n
≃ C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
.
(3) There is an isomorphism in HMFgrQ,0
C´
(
(y1, z1)
)
n
= K
((
f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z1)
y1−y2
f(y2,z1)−f(y2,z2)
z1−z2
)
;
(
y1 − y2
z1 − z2
))
Q[y1,y2,z1,z2]
∣∣∣
(y1,z1)=(y2,z2)
≃
(
Jf(y,z){4− 2n} // 0 //Jf(y,z){4− 2n}
)
.
(4) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[y1,y2,z1,z2],f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z2)
C´
(
(y1, z1)
(y2, z2)
x4x3
)
n
≃ C´
(
(y1, z1)
(y2, z2)
)
n
{−1} ⊕ C´
(
(y1, z1)
(y2, z2)
)
n
{1}.
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(5) There is an isomorphism in HMFgr
Q[x1,x2,x3,x4],x
n+1
1
+xn+1
2
−xn+1
3
−xn+1
4
C´
( x1
x3 x4
x2
(y5, z5)
)
n
≃ C´
(x1
x3 x4
x2)
n
.
Proof. (1) The matrix factorization C´
( (y´, z´))
n
is described by
( M0 // M1 // M0 ),
where Mi is an R⊗ Q[x´, y´]-module. Then, we have
C´
(
(y, z)
(y´, z´) )
n
= ( M0 // M1 // M0 )⊠K
((
f(y,z)−f(y´,z)
y−y´
f(y´,z)−f(y´,z´)
z−z´
)
;
(
y − y´
z − z´
))
Q[y,y´,z,z´]
Since the potential of this matrix factorization does not include the parameters y´ and z´, we can apply Theorem
2.10 to y − y´ and z − z´. Hence, we obtain the following isomorphic
( M0 // M1 // M0 )⊠K
((
f(y,z)−f(y´,z)
y−y´
f(y´,z)−f(y´,z´)
z−z´
)
;
(
y − y´
z − z´
))
Q[y,y´,z,z´]
≃ (M0/ 〈y − y´, z − z´〉M0 //M1/ 〈y − y´, z − z´〉M1 //M0/ 〈y − y´, z − z´〉M0)
≃ C´
(
(y, z)
)
n
.
(2)This proof is similar to (1)
(3) The polynomial f(y1, z1) is explicitly described as
f(y1, z1) = y
n+1
1 + (n+ 1)
∑
1≤2i≤n+1
(−1)i
i
(
n− i
i − 1
)
yn+1−2i1 z
i
1.
Then, we have
∂f(y1, z1)
∂y1
= (n+ 1)yn1 + (n+ 1)
∑
1≤2i≤n
(−1)i(n+ 1− 2i)
i
(
n− i
i− 1
)
yn−2i1 z
i
1,
∂f(y1, z1)
∂z1
= (n+ 1)
∑
1≤2i≤n+1
(−1)i
(
n− i
i− 1
)
yn+1−2i1 z
i−1
1 .
In the case that n is even:
The sequence (∂f(y1,z1)∂y1 ,
∂f(y1,z1)
∂z1
) can be described as
( (n+ 1)yn1 + (−1)
n
2 (n+ 1)z
n
2
1 + p(y1, z1),−(n+ 1)y
n−1
1 + q(y1, z1) ),
where the polynomial degree p(y1, z1) for y1 satisfies
degy1(p(y1, z1)) < n− 1
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and the polynomial degree for z1 satisfies
degz1(p(y1, z1)) <
n
2
and the polynomial q(y1, z1) satisfies that
degy1(q(y1, z1)) < n− 2
and
degz1(q(y1, z1)) <
n
2
.
It is easy to find that this sequence is a regular sequence. By Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.8, we have
C´
(
(y1, z1)
)
n
≃ K
((
0
0
)
;
(
−(n+ 1)yn1 − (−1)
n
2 (n+ 1)z
n
2
1 − p(y1, z1)
(n+ 1)yn−11 − q(y1, z1)
))
Q[y1,z1]
{1− n}{3− n}
≃
(
Q[y1, z1] // 0 // Q[y1, z1]
)
⊠
K
((
0
0
)
;
(
−(n+ 1)yn1 − (−1)
n
2 (n+ 1)z
n
2
1 − p(y1, z1)
(n+ 1)yn−11 − q(y1, z1)
))
Q[y1,z1]
{4− 2n}.
We apply Theorem 2.10 to the polynomial (n+ 1)yn−11 − q(y1, z1) for y1. Then, we obtain
( Q[y1, z1]/
〈
(n+ 1)yn−11 − q(y1, z1)
〉
// 0 // Q[y1, z1]/
〈
(n+ 1)yn−11 − q(y1, z1)
〉
⊠
K
(
0;−(−1)
n
2 (n+ 1)z
n
2
1 − y1q(y1, z1)− p(y1, z1)
)
Q[y1,z1]/〈(n+1)yn−11 −q(y1,z1)〉
{4− 2n}.
Since we have Q[y1, z1]/
〈
(n+ 1)yn−11 − q(y1, z1)
〉
≃ Q[y1]/
〈
yn−11
〉
[z1] , degz1(y1q(y1, z1) + p(y1, z1)) <
n
2 and
the sequence ((n+ 1)yn1 + (−1)
n
2 (n+ 1)z
n
2
1 + p(y1, z1),−(n+ 1)y
n−1
1 + q(y1, z1)) is regular, we can once apply
Theorem 2.10 to the polynomial −(−1)
n
2 (n+ 1)z
n
2
1 − y1q(y1, z1)− p(y1, z1) for z1. Hence, we obtain
C´
(
(y1, z1)
)
n
≃
(
Jf(y1,z1){4− 2n} // 0 //Jf(y1,z1){4− 2n}
)
.
In the case that n is odd:
The sequence (∂f(y1,z1)∂y1 ,
∂f(y1,z1)
∂z1
) can be described as
((n+ 1)yn1 + p(y1, z1),−(n+ 1)y
n−1
1 + (−1)
n+1
2 (n+ 1)z
n−1
2
1 + q(y1, z1)),
where the polynomial degree p(y1, z1) for y1 satisfies
degy1(p(y1, z1)) < n− 1
and the polynomial degree for z1 satisfies
degz1(p(y1, z1)) <
n+ 1
2
and the polynomial q(y1, z1) satisfies that
degy1(q(y1, z1)) < n− 2
and
degz1(q(y1, z1)) <
n− 1
2
.
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By Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.8, we have
C´
(
(y1, z1)
)
n
≃
(
Q[y1, z1] // 0 // Q[y1, z1]
)
⊠
K
((
0
0
)
;
(
−(n+ 1)yn1 − p(y1, z1)
(n+ 1)yn−11 − (−1)
n+1
2 (n+ 1)z
n−1
2
1 − q(y1, z1)
))
Q[y1,z1]
{1− n}{3− n}.
Now, we have that degy1(p(y1, z1)) < n−1, degz1(q(y1, z1)−(n+1)y
n−1
1 ) <
n−1
2 and the sequence (
∂f(y1,z1)
∂y1
, ∂f(y1,z1)∂z1 )
is regular. Thus, after we apply Theorem 2.10 to −(n + 1)yn1 − p(y1, z1) for y1, we can once apply Theorem
2.10 to
(n+ 1)yn−11 − (−1)
n+1
2 (n+ 1)z
n−1
2
1 − q(y1, z1) for z1. We also obtain
C´
(
(y1, z1)
)
n
≃
(
Jf(y1,z1){4− 2n} // 0 //Jf(y1,z1){4− 2n}
)
.
(4)By definition, we have
C´
(
(y1, z1)
(y2, z2)
x4x3
)
n
= K




f(y1,z1)−f(x3+x4,z1)
y1−x3−x4
f(x3+x4,z1)−f(x3+x4,x3x4)
z1−x3x4
f(x3+x4,x3x4)−f(y2,x3x4)
x3+x4−y2
f(y2,x3x4)−f(y2,z2)
x3x4−z2

 ;


y1 − x3 − x4
z1 − x3x4
x3 + x4 − y2
x3x4 − z2




Q[y1,z1,y2,z2,x3,x4]
{−1}.
Since the potential of this matrix factorization does not include the parameter x3 and x4, we can apply Theorem
2.10 to the polynomial y1− x3− x4 for x3. Thus, this matrix factorization is equivalent to the following matrix
factorization
K




f(y1,z1)−f(y1,−x
2
4+y1x4)
z1+x24−y1x4
f(y1,−x
2
4+y1x4)−f(y2,−x
2
4+y1x4)
y1−y2
f(y2,−x
2
4+y1x4)−f(y2,z2)
−x2
4
+y1x4−z2

 ;

 z1 + x24 − y1x4y1 − y2
−x24 + y1x4 − z2




Q[y1,z1,y2,z2,x3,x4]/〈y1−x3−x4〉
{−1}
in HMFgr
Q[y1,z1,y2,z2,x4],f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z2)
. Since the quotient ring Q[y1, z1, y2, z2, x3, x4]/ 〈y1 − x3 − x4〉 is isomor-
phic to
Q[y1, z1, y2, z2, x4],
we once apply Theorem 2.10 to the polynomial z1+x
2
4−y1x4 for x4. Then, this matrix factorization is equivalent
to the following matrix factorization
K
((
f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z1)
y1−y2
f(y2,z1)−f(y2,z2)
z1−z2
)
;
(
y1 − y2
z1 − z2
))
Q[y1,z1,y2,z2,x4]/〈z1+x24−y1x4〉
{−1}
in HMFgr
Q[y1,z1,y2,z2],f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z2)
. The quotient ring Q[y1, z1, y2, z2, x4]/
〈
z1 + x
2
4 − y1x4
〉
{−1} is isomorphic
to
Q[y1, z1, y2, z2]{−1} ⊕Q[y1, z1, y2, z2]x4{−1}.
Furthermore, this ring is equivalent to
Q[y1, z1, y2, z2]{−1} ⊕Q[y1, z1, y2, z2]{1}
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as a Z-graded Q[y1, z1, y2, z2]-module. Hence, we obtain the following matrix factorization
K
((
f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z1)
y1−y2
f(y2,z1)−f(y2,z2)
z1−z2
)
;
(
y1 − y2
z1 − z2
))
Q[y1,z1,y2,z2]
{−1}⊕K
((
f(y1,z1)−f(y2,z1)
y1−y2
f(y2,z1)−f(y2,z2)
z1−z2
)
;
(
y1 − y2
z1 − z2
))
Q[y1,z1,y2,z2]
{1}.
This is the right-hand side of the equivalent of Proposition (4).
(5)By definition, we have
C´
( x1
x3 x4
x2
(y5, z5)
)
n
= K




f(y5,z5)−f(x3+x4,z5)
y5−x3−x4
f(x3+x4,z5)−f(x3+x4,x3x4)
z5−x3x4
f(x1+x2,x1x2)−f(y5,x1x2)
x1+x2−y5
f(y5,x1x2)−f(y5,z5)
x1x2−z5

 ;


y5 − x3 − x4
z5 − x3x4
x1 + x2 − y5
x1x2 − z5




Q[x1,x2,x3,x4,y5,z5]
{−1}.
Since the potential of this matrix factorization does not include the parameter y5 and z5, we apply Theorem
2.10 to the polynomials y5 − x3 − x4 and z5 − x3x4. Then, it is easy to find that we obtain the right-hand side
of the equivalent of Proposition (5). 
A matrix factorization for the double loop is defined as the above matrix factorization;
C´
( )
n
=
(
Jf(y,z){4− 2n} // 0 //Jf(y,z){4− 2n}
)
.
Since the potential of the matrix factorization C´( )n is 0, we can take the homology group H of this
matrix factorization.
Corollary 3.6. The Euler characteristic of the homology H(C´( )n) equals the value of sln quantum link
invariant for the double loop;
χ
(
H(C´
( )
n
)
)
=
[n][n− 1]
[2]
.
Proof. By proof of the above Proposition 3.5 (3), we have
Jf(y,z) ≃


Q[y, z]/
〈
yn−1, z
n
2
〉
n : even
Q[y, z]/
〈
yn, z
n−1
2
〉
n : odd
(i) n : even
Since degZ(y1) = 2 and degZ(z1) = 4, we have
χ
(
H(C´
( )
n
)
)
= χ
(
Jf(y,z){4− 2n}
)
=
n−2∑
i=0
n−2
2∑
j=0
q4−2n+2i+4j
=
n−2∑
i=0
q2−n+2i
n−2
2∑
j=0
q2−n+4j
= (q2−n + q4−n + q6−n + · · ·+ qn−4 + qn−2)(q2−n + q6−n + q10−n + · · ·+ qn−6 + qn−2)
=
[n][n− 1]
[2]
.
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(ii) n : odd
We have
χ
(
H(C´
( )
n
)
)
= χ
(
Jf(y,z){4− 2n}
)
=
n−1∑
i=0
n−3
2∑
j=0
q4−2n+2i+4j
=
n−1∑
i=0
q1−n+2i
n−3
2∑
j=0
q3−n+4j
= (q1−n + q3−n + q5−n + · · ·+ qn−3 + qn−1)(q3−n + q7−n + q11−n + · · ·+ qn−7 + qn−3)
=
[n][n− 1]
[2]
.

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